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Close-up on the wheel of the Monteleone chariot. An Etruscan chariot dated to 

ca. 530 BC. Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 

 

 

 

 

II) THE ROMAN KINGDOM 

 

Settlements along the River Tiber in Central Italy go back to the 

Bronze Age. Merchants built a village on one of the seven hills, 

the Palatine, that rise on the left bank of the river. They wanted 

to trade with the wealthy Etruscans, who lived north of the river. 

Settlements were later built on the other hills also. The first 

settlers were known as Latins, and the region around Rome was 

called Latium. The towns on the seven hills finally joined to make 

one city, Rome.  

 

The history of the Roman kingdom began with the city’s founding 

traditionally dated to 753 BC. Early Rome was strongly influenced 

by Etruscan civilization. A number of Etruscan kings ruled Rome 

and the city grew in importance and power. Trade prospered, and by 

the end of the 6th century BC Rome had become the largest and 

richest city in Italy. But the old Latin aristocracy did not 

accept the Etruscan kings in spite of Rome's progress and 

development. A rebellion of the aristocracy against Tarquinius 

Superbus (Tarquin the Proud) occurred around 509 BC and the 

Etruscans were expelled from the city, and Rome became a republic.  
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1) Read the text and complete the definitions below: 

 

a)______________: 

 

 

b)______________: 

 

 

c)______________: 

 

 

d)______________: 

 

 

e)______________: 

 

 

f)______________: 

An important river that flows through 

Rome. 

 

The location of the earliest Roman 

settlement. 

 

An important pre-Roman civilization in 

central Italy. 

 

The area around Rome. 

 

 

The inhabitants of the area around 

Rome. 

 

   The name of the last Roman king. 

 

 

2) Comment on the maps below. What do they represent? 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

a) 

 
 

b) 

 

 

3) Complete the sentence below with these adjectives:  

Roman, Greek, Etruscan 

 

__________ civilization was responsible for much of the 

__________ culture imported into the early __________ 

republic. 
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ROMULUS AND REMUS 

 

According to legend, the twins Romulus and Remus founded the city 

of Rome in 753 BC. They were sons of Mars, the god of war and 

their mother was Rhea Silvia, the daughter of a king. Rhea’s uncle 

Amulius removed her father from the throne and Rhea had to swear 

that she would not have children. But Rhea went against her 

uncle's wishes and had the twin boys. She was sent to prison, and 

the babies were thrown into the River Tiber. The water carried the 

twins' basket to the riverbank. They landed safely under a tree. 

There, a she-wolf found Romulus and Remus. The animal took care of 

the boys. Eventually a shepherd named Faustulus found the twins. 

He and his wife looked after the children while they were growing 

up. When Romulus and Remus were adults they killed Amulius and 

Rhea's father became king again. The twins then wanted to found a 

city on the site where the she-wolf had saved them. But Romulus 

and Remus could not agree about the exact location of the city and 

they quarrelled. Finally, Romulus killed his brother Remus. He 

became Rome’s first king and ruled the new city for forty years. 

Romulus disappeared in a thunderstorm and was thereafter worshiped 

as a god.  

 

 

 

 

The she-wolf suckling Romulus 

and Remus. 

Capitoline Museum, Rome 

 

 

Read the text and complete the following sentences: 

 

a) Romulus and _________ were twin boys. 

b) They were thrown into the river __________. 

c) First a she- ________ took care of the boys. 

d) Then a __________ and his wife helped the twins.  

e) __________ killed his brother. 

f) Romulus became the first Roman _________. 

 

 


